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            For over 30 years on the market

            We develop flexible pipes and steel compensators

        

    

    

    
    
        
            
                Think flexible

                Oleodinamica Toscana was founded in 1980, when Schiavetti, Checcacci and Bruni, skilled in solving mechanical and eletrical problems, decided to exploit their experience, gained over the years, to built a company which guarantees maximum reliability in the hydraulic problem.
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            PRODUCTION

            Our products are created by automatic and handmade process. In addition to machine prototypes that are still operating, production uses modern and sophisticated equipment especially regarding welding processes.


            Our products
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                    Flexible stainless steel hoses

                    [image: Tubo flessibile]

                

                An annular corrugated metal flexible hose can guarantee an high flexibility by a movement and deformation of metal waves.

                Discover [image: Scopri]
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                        Single Wall: Low Pressure
Single Wall: High pressure
Single Wall: High pressure
Double Wall: High pressure
Pipe covered by certification

                    

                


            

        

    

    

    
        
            
                
                    Expansion joints

                    [image: ]

                

                Made of AISI316 or AISI321 stainless steel from DN25 to DN600, from PN1 to PN64, multi-walled, with welded metal connections at the ends, both purchasable and customized.

                Discover [image: Scopri]
            

            
                

                    
                        Welding connections
Flanged connection (PN6)
Flanged connection (PN10)
Flanged connection (PN16)
Certified expansion joints
Customizable
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                    Rubber hoses

                

                Assembly of rubber flexible hoses “Eaton-Danfos / Aeroquip” for low, medium, high and very high pressure with stainless steel fittings, both purchasable and customized.Discover [image: Scopri]


            


        

    


    
        
            
                
                    Flow indicators

                    [image: Indicatori di flusso]

                

                Welding or flanged connectors equipped with sight glass to visually check the fluid. Internal production following standards or customer’s drawing.
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Angular
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                        Interlocked hose
Metallic clamps
Fittings
Firesleeve
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                    Accessories


                

                We can manufacture metal interlocked hoses, metallic clamps for special flanges completely customizable according to customer drawing, fittings and firesleeve.
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                    CERTIFICATIONS

                    Recent audits have confirmed the high level of the Tuscan Hydraulic Quality System, oriented towards a line of continuous improvement for its products and services for the most complete customer satisfaction.
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                    Discover more
                

            

        

    

    
    
    
        
            
                SERVICES


            

            
                We are present on the market for more than 30 years and we developed a technical experience of industrial materials.
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                Specialized
consultancy
For steel and rubber solutions
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                Products
in stock
High availability of materials
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                Customized
solutions
with finished parts supply
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                Direct delivery
all over the country
And by carriers for foreign shipments

            

        

        
            
                Download the brochure
            

        

    

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    PARTNER

                    They chose Oleodinamica Toscana:
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                WHERE WE ARE

                Head office:
Via Redolone 53 
51030 Serravalle Pistoiese (PT)

Operational headquarters:
Via Redolone 55 B 
 51030 Serravalle Pistoiese (PT)
Phone: 0573 527715
Fax: 0573 528176
E-mail: info@oleodinamicatoscana.it
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                 Oleodinamica Toscana

Via Redolone 55 B 
 51030 Serravalle Pistoiese
Pistoia

P. IVA e Cod. Fisc. 01786660470

            

            
                Tel.: 0573 527715 
 Fax: 0573 528176 
 E-mail: info@oleodinamicatoscana.it
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